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Abstract
We present work in progress on an intelligent embodied conversation agent that is supposed to act as a social companion with
linguistic and emotional competence in the context of basic and health care. The core of the agent is an ontology-based
knowledge model that supports flexible reasoning-driven conversation planning strategies. A dedicated search engine ensures the
provision of background information from the web, necessary for conducting a conversation on a specific topic. Multimodal
communication analysis and generation modules analyze respectively generate facial expressions, gestures and multilingual
speech. The assessment of the prototypical implementation of the agent shows that users accept it as a natural and trustworthy
conversation counterpart. For the final release, all involved technologies will be further improved and matured.
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1. Introduction
Social companionship in the geriatric context is crucial4,20,25,26. As long as elderly were embedded into stable
family structures which foresaw that several generations live together, this companionship was ensured at least to a
certain degree. However, in the modern society, there is an increasing tendency among older people to live alone or
in residences. As a result, the family bonds are at risk to weaken, such that elderly no longer feel sufficiently
attended, lack affection and attention and are thus increasingly socially isolated. The problem is particularly
significant for elderly migrants because they are often not integrated into the society of the host country either.
Intelligent conversation agents could help in that they could converse, entertain, coach, etc. However, for this task,
they must be versatile, eloquent, knowledgeable, and possess a certain cultural, social and emotional competence.
Not all of these characteristics are displayed by state-of-the-art conversation agents. Many of them focus on the
emotional (and, to a certain extent, social) competence5,18,19,30,. Hardly any are versatile, eloquent and
knowledgeable. Versatility presupposes flexibility in dialogue conduction, but most of the agents follow a
prescripted dialogue strategy and do not take into account that the course and content of a dialogue is also
influenced by the culture of the human conversation counterpart. Eloquence presupposes full-fledged (multilingual)
text generation, while most of the agents use predefined sentence templates for linguistic realization1,29.
Knowledgeability presupposes a theoretically sound knowledge model over which the agent can reason and the
possibility to acquire further knowledge if required by a conversation, while only very few agents are based on an
ontological, expandable knowledge model and integrate an information search engine.
We attempt to account for some of the most significant limitations of the current state of the art in our work in
progress on a flexible knowledge-based conversation agent. The agent is designed as an embodied companion for
elderly migrants with language and cultural barriers in the host country and as a trusted information provider and
mediator in questions related to basic care and healthcare.
2. Design of the Knowledge-Based Conversation Agent
The targeted agent (A) is expected to be able to conduct dialogues with users (U) as the following one:
A: Why do you look so sad? What is wrong?
U: I feel sad; nobody came to see me already for two weeks.
A: Cheer up! What about going for a walk in the park?
U: How is the weather today?
A: The weather will be in general nice, but some showers cannot be excluded.
So don’t forget to take an umbrella with you

…
To have this capacity, the agent is envisaged to (i) be embedded into linguistic, cultural, social and emotional
contexts of the users; (ii) be able to search for information in the web to either enrich its own knowledge repertoire
or to offer to the user requested content; (iii) understand and interpret the multimodal (facial, gestural and
multilingual verbal) communication signals of the user; (iv) plan the dialogue using ontology-based reasoning
techniques according to the prior interpretation of the user signals; (v) communicate with the user with multimodal
communication signals. The architecture of the agent in Fig. 1 reflects these objectives.

Fig 1: Architecture of the knowledge-based conversation agent
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In this architecture, the communication analysis modules are controlled by the Social Signal Interpretation (SSI)
framework27. The output produced by the communication analysis modules is projected onto genuine ontological
(OWL) graphs, fused and stored in the knowledge base (KB), which also receives input from a search engine that
retrieves background information from curated web sources. The dialogue manager (DM) is embedded into the
Visual Scene Maker (VSM) framework10, which, in addition, controls the agent’s turn-taking and its non-verbal idle
behavior17. The turn-taking strategy is based on a policy that determines whether the agent is allowed to interrupt the
user’s utterance and how it reacts when the user interrupts it. The agent displays idle behavior when it listens to the
user, for example, mimicking the user’s (positive) affective state or displaying different eye gazes17.
The DM requests from the KB possible reasoned reactions to the communication move of the user and chooses
the best in accordance with the analyzed move, the user’s emotion and culture and the recent dialogue history. The
OWL structures of the chosen reaction are passed by the DM to the fission and discourse planning module, which
assigns to the content elements of these structures the realization modalities (voice, face, and/or body gesture) and
plans their coherent and coordinated presentation. The three modality generation modules instantiate the form of the
content elements assigned to them and their output is synchronized to ensure a coherent multimodal communication
and realized.
Let us now briefly introduce the core modules. Verbal communication analysis implies speech recognition and
language analysis. For speech recognition, VoxSigma (http://www.vocapia.com/) is used. Language analysis is
realized as a sequence of processing stages that involves deep dependency parsing2, rule-based graph transduction6,
and ontology design patterns9. Cf. Fig. 2 for the intermediate structures of the ASR transcript I feel sad. Its
knowledge graph representation is a declarative statement that contains an instantiation of the ‘dul:Situation’ class,
which interprets the instances of ‘:CareRecipient’ and ‘:Sad’ classes as the experiencer and experienced emotion
respectively of the event class ‘:Feel’ instance (cf. Fig. 3).
:declare a da:Declare ;
da:containsSemantics :feelCtx1 .
:feelCtx1 a dul:Situation ;
dul:includes :user1 ; dul:includes :sad1 ; dul:includesEvent :feel1 ;
dul:satisfies :feelDesc1 [a dul:Description] .
:feel1 a :Feel [rdfs:SubClassOf dul:Event] ;
dul:classifiedBy :Context [rdfs:SubClassOf dul:Concept] .
:sad1 a :Sad [rdfs:subClassOf :Emotion] ;
dul:classifiedBy :Theme [a dul:Concept] .
:user1 a :CareRecipient [rdfs:SubClassOf dul:Person] ;
dul:classifiedBy :Experiencer [rdfs:SubClassOf dul:Concept] .
Fig. 2: Intermediate structures of language analysis Fig. 3: OWL structure of the statement ‘I feel sad’
Facial expression analysis, gesture recognition and paralinguistic cue analysis focus so far on the identification
of the affective state of the user. For facial expression analysis, Action Units (AUs) from the Facial Action Coding
System8,23 are used. To determine the AUs, first SIFT-based features are extracted from automatically detected facial
landmarks, and subsequently linear classifiers are applied to assign probabilities to the targeted AUs. During gesture
analysis, the agitation of the user in terms of hand movements is detected using video frame filter masks. To obtain
paralinguistic affective cues, we use Wagner et al.’s model27. Extracted facial, gestural and paralinguistic cues are
combined using event fusion strategies15 and projected onto values in the valence/arousal space, which are then
represented in the KB.
The agent’s KB contains ontologies that cover: (i) models for the representation, integration and interpretation of
the content of the user’s multimodal communication; (ii) background knowledge and user profile and behavior
pattern ontologies; and (iii) healthcare and medical ontologies22. The knowledge integration and interpretation
models define how the structures can be combined to derive high-level interpretations. For this, a lightweight
ontology schema models the types of relevant structures and their interpretation strategies by the reasoner. Fig. 4
depicts the vocabulary for the interpretation of the user’s statement I feel sad and the complementary information
from the visual input ‘low mood’ encoded in terms of valence/arousal values21. As can be observed, the ontology
extends the ‘leo:Event’ concept of LODE24, taking advantage of existing vocabularies for description of events and
observations. The relation between observation types and context is modeled in terms of the ‘Context’ class. This
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allows for the introduction of one or more ‘contains’ property assertions that refer to observations. The fact that the
user is sad constitutes contextual information that is modeled as an instance of ‘Context’, which is further associated
with an instance of ‘Sad’.

Fig. 4: Observation and Context models

Fig.5: Excerpt of the dialogue acts ontology

Fig. 4 furthermore contains an excerpt of the domain ontology used to infer feedback and suggestions based on
the emotional state of the user. For each context, one or more ‘suggestion’ property assertions can be defined and
associated with feedback instances that can improve user’s mood. In our example, ‘Sadness’ is a subclass of
‘Context’, defined in terms of the following equivalence axiom: Sadness  Context contains.Sad. It also defines
the property restriction Sadness suggestion.ImproveMood, which specifies the type of feedback needed when this
emotional context is detected. The ‘ctx1’ instance is classified in the ‘Sadness’ context class, which further inherits
the restriction about the potential feedback that could be given to improve the mood of the user. All three subclasses
of the ‘ImproveMood’ concept are retrieved and sent back to the DM as possible system actions. The DM chooses
the one that is to be communicated to the user. The choice is grounded in the dialogue act typology shown in Fig. 5
as well as in the user’s emotion and culture and the recent dialogue history. To avoid the predefinition of all user and
system actions and be able to handle arbitrary input from both the language analysis and the KB, the choice is
defined for general features such as the respective dialogue act and the topics, constituted by the classes associated
with the possible system actions. For instance, the three possible system actions from above share the dialogue act
‘Statement’. However, the topics differ. Thus, the first action has the topics ‘newspaper’ and ‘read’, the second
‘socialmedia’ and ‘read’, and the third ‘activity’. Individuals from a collectivistic culture tend to be more tightly
integrated in their respective social groups, while individuals from an individualistic culture less so 12. Therefore, the
DM would propose to the user with a collectivistic culture background to read aloud news from social media, and
select one of the other options if the user's culture is individualistic.
Once the appropriate system action has been determined by the DM, the fission module assigns to the individual
mode generation modules the content elements from the OWL graph that are to be expressed by the respective
mode. Language generation follows the inverse cascade of processing stages depicted for analysis; see Fig. 2 above.
The language generator consists of multilingual rule-based28 and statistical3 graph transduction components. As
speech generator, which takes as input the output provided by the language generator, we use CereProc’s TTS
(https://www.cereproc.com/). In parallel to the cascaded proposition realization model, a hierarchical prosodic
model is deployed, which captures prosody as a complex interaction of acoustic features at different phonological
levels in the utterance (i.e., prosodic phrases, prosodic words and syllables) and the information structure7.
For its non-verbal appearance, the agent is realized as an embodied virtual character. Cultural gestures and facial
expressions are generated according to the semantics of the message that is to be communicated. To facilitate the
required variety of facial expressions and avoid manual design of all possible expressions for each character, the
valence-arousal representation of emotions in the continuous 2D and 3D space is used11,13,14. Because of its
parametric nature, the valence-arousal space can be easily applied to a variety of faces.
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3. Evaluation
The assessment of the quality of the first prototypical implementation of the agent has been carried out in the
context of three different use cases. In the first, it acts as a social companion of elderly with German respectively
Turkish background, in the second it acts as an assistant of Polish care givers who take care of German elderly, and
in the third it is supposed to be a healthcare adviser of migrants with North African background. Qualitative
evaluation trials have been run with respect to the agent’s appearance, trustworthiness, competence, naturalness,
friendliness, speech and language understanding and production quality, etc. As far as the agent’s appearance is
concerned, it was rated as still to be too rigid and unnatural, which was to be expected given the preliminary design
of the virtual character that embodies the agent. When asked whether the agent was proactive in addressing the user
and whether the communicative goal of the agent was in general clear, better marks were achieved (3.23
respectively 3.25 on a five value Likert scale, with ‘1’ being the worst and ‘5’ being the best). Also, most of the
evaluators agreed that the agent provides the right amount of information when being asked (3.27 on the Likert
scale). In general, it can be thus assumed that even in its preliminary appearance the agent is considered to be a
competent conversation partner.
For further illustration of the performance of the 1st prototype of the agent, Table 1 displays an excerpt of the
questionnaire on the quality of language production by the agent.
Table 1: Evaluation of the language production competence of the 1st prototype of the agent: ‘1’= “disagree”; ‘5’ =
“compeletely agree”
Evaluation statement
Likert scale value (SD)
The voice of the agent sounds natural
2.81( ± 1.33)
The voice of the agent is expressive
2.24 ± 1.12
The statements uttered by the agent are perfectly understandable
3.19 ( 0.98)
The language as used by the agent was perfectly grammatical
2.77 (1.12)
The agent expresses itself accurately
3.45 (1.03)
The agent talks coherently (in the case of a multi-sentential statement)
3.43 ( 0.97)
As can be observed, the voice of the agent still needs to be improved. In particular, the prosody of the agent is
perceived to be monotonous in the case of a multi-sentential discourse or when reading a newspaper. We are
currently about to experiment with novel techniques for prosody enrichment. The grammaticality has also been rated
as deficient, while the content of the discourse is already considered to be rather accurate. Obviously, all
technologies still need to be improved considerably.
4. Conclusions
We presented the design and a preliminary evaluation of the first prototype of an intelligent embodied conversation
agent, which is aimed to conduct socially competent and culture-sensitive multilingual conversations in the context
of basic care and healthcare. In its current version, the agent is able to understand and communicate in German,
Polish, and Spanish; in its next version, the language competence will be extended to cover also Arabic and Turkish.
The results of the first round of evaluation is encouraging, although some clear need for further improvement of the
individual technologies has been identified. Currently, the identified shortcomings are about to be addressed.
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